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Tlris is House of Lords, a r.een by, for and about publishing and publishers, GMing and GMs. It runs

no games, and is available to just about anybody. It's composed primarily of the ttroughts of its publisher,
and an aray of letters on topics relevant to publishing a dipzeen in ttre modern world. Hopefully, this is a
forum for those with experience to share the wealth.

"I like to ttrink that those of us who publish do so because of some ideal, some image of
what they want to produce. We all want living, vibrant zeens. That's whutHoL is all about;
helping pubbers get the most from and out of their zeens, in an amosphere where even the
angriest disputes can be talked out, or about, in relative safety." - Michael Hopcroft.

"This is rwt aforum designcd to improve Tlrc Poll. This is a hotbed of lies and hatred."*HoL is simply a nest of virtually all my attackers, with but a tiny fraction of my supporters
represented." - Bruce Linsey

"Arguing.. .n HoL accomplishes nothing-that's a very limited circle of people who are
all sufficiently well-infomrcd already to have formed opinions you are not going o change....
HoL is a merc gabzeen, the only thing in the hobby even close to an APA." - Rod Walker

House of Lords is what you make it.
You can get this zeen one of three ways. First of all, by sending me one American Dollar per issue.

Second, by uading publications with me. Third, if you don't pub, but get some interesting zeens which I
don't get, I may be willing to trade for a few issues of those. Make me an offer.

I also expect a fair amount of participation from all of you out there. This zeen sinks or swims on the
basis of your contributions. Yes, we spell it"?.een."

Your publisher for this evening is Julie Martin, t7fil Lisa Dr, Rockville, MD 20855-1319.
Each subheading has at one time been the subject of a New Business "feature." That's how we choose

topics, more or less. If you'd like to see a particular topic discussed, just write a couple paragraphs worth of
your opinions on the subject to get the ball rolling and we'll go with ir

The nominations are in for Simon Billenness's (630 Victory Blvd, Apt 6F, Staten Island, NY, 10301)
version of the British "Rusty Bolt" Awards. You can vote until Saturday, November26, unless you buy him
off for a longer (or shorter) deadline. Simon says this is the first (openly) corrupt poll, so why not find out
how comrpt he really can be?

Kathy Caruso Q9-l0164th St, Flushing, NY, 11358), Bob Olsen (6818 Winterberry Cir, Wichita, KS,
67226-L253), andRodWalker On3 ClestDr, Encinitas, CA,92024) are the new Orphan Game-Placing
Triumvirate. According to Rod, these things work better in ttrees. I always knew you were a superstitious
kinda guy, Rod.What's your Sign?

Dick Martin (you know where he and his mother live) is again running the PDO Census, as if he didnt
have enough to do already. The deadline for publishers to send in their sub lists is open, in keeping with
Ho-bly Tradition. Besides, you neverknow when he'll finally get around to finishing it up, an-yway. (I'm
refusing to do all the work this time.)

Pete Gquglan (3105 East Park Row Dr, #L32, Arlington, TX, 76010-3710) maintains he is going to run
the Marco Poll. I'm not encouraging him to do it.
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(MICHAEL HOPCROFT) Haven't heard
from you in a while. But that's natuml enough. I
seem to get on streaks of hearing from certain
people, followed by dearttrs of contact. I have a lot
of people who write occasional letters, butonly a
few people who write regularly. And those are
mostly my "adoring"playersn wanting to know what
the hell I screwed up this time!

Funny ttrat after a year of publishing I still
haven't found "my" subjecr Perhaps that's what a
zeen's first year is for. Anyway, my pages upon
pages of reviews last issue may have helped. I
enjoyed doing the issue a Iittle bit more than I
enjoyed doing the issue before ir The problem is
that a game review is somewhat closed-ended. It
would be a reasonable goal for any publisher to put
out the kind of zeen that he would enjoy reading.
Since my interests have such a wide sweep, it could
be any numberof things.

The more things change...why is it that I get the
feeling that everything I say was said ten years ago
by somebody else?

I see there's a new novice publisher's project in
the works. I must say we can use something like
thal I'm wondering how and whether I should
contribute. I tend to dwell more on my failings than
my successes, but hopefully I can contribute
something worthwhile. Some of the experiences
I've had (changing systems, desktop publishing,
what have you) would be helpful to potential
pubbers. And I'm sure there will be a lot of other
computerized publishers with their experiences.

You don't need to remind me how nasty the Bad
Boys can be. For the last few months ttrey have
taken to trying to convince me that I shouldn't be
"wasting" my time publishing. The impression that I
can't take criticism is not necessarily a valid one, but
the Bad Boys certainly seem to see it. They're
bending over backwards to phrase their nasty views
in nice phrases: "Is that why you're so miserable?",
for example. Funny that it isn't misery in itself that
they object to, so much as the idea that I try to get
something done in spite of (orperhaps about) it.

(LINDA COURTEMANCHE) Having seen
yotx Inner Light collection,I can see why Bill
Salvatore was so anxious to take a peek. Great
stuff.

Zeen Recommendations
Rebel, for astoundingly regular GMing of

Gulp) more than 30 games!
Praxis, for lively discussions and Alan's wildly
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funny commentary.
Kathy's Kornor, for lighthearted lunacy,

intriguing GMing discussions, and well-run Dip
girmes.

Vertigo, for very strong writing on music,
politics, sports, cons, and life in and around the
hobby.

Excitement City Unlimited, for literate
liberalism, letters on politics, Simon's own special
dry wit, and even a vegetarian recipe or two!

Bushwacker, for solidly-run variant games,
and a healthy dollop of char

Not New York, for gab and whimsy,
contests, and Red Sox fever.

Txrens which tend to be less timely, but which
are still gems when they do appear, arc Excelsior
(plenty of relaxed chat and letters, and even Bridge
conrmentary), Cathy's Ramblings (tales of
Cathy's adventures, the occasional and welcome
cameo by hubby Eric, and strong ties to the British
hobby), Flick of the Wrist (wonderful
off-the-wall humor, and some major-league press
games), andCostaguana (warmth, wit, and Eric
and Ross, coutesy of Uncle Connie). And if you
want plenty of press and don't worry about much
else, there's always Magus andThe Boob
Report. (Both have been known to print my stuff,
but don't hold it against them!)

I'm glad you gave Michael Hopcroft a
thumbs-down reaction on his "infomal organization
of Diplomacy publishers" idea. Publishers can easily
help novices (write to them, give them addresses
and names and advice) without a hierarchy. It's
amazing how oftenpeople in ttris hobby decide
Dipdom cannot function effectively unless it is run
by rules of a business or an ofEcial organization,
wittr stict bylaws and membership requirements and
dues and leaders and hirings and firings and so on!
Why are there people who want a hobby to be so
much like work? A hobby is what one does in one's
fue off! And Michael is sure drearning if he thinks
that any formal hobby organization among people
with such vehement disagreements as pubbers can
ever be "an open and sabilizing force."

And all this segues nicely into your question:
'TVhy should Dipdom listen to people who don't
play Dip?" Don't you think that question shows a bit
of organization fever in you, too? Two of the
hobby's mostprominent names, Bruce Linsey and
John Caruso, both used to be involved more with
the game itself than they are these days. For years,
each ran a Dip-oriented publication which has since
folded. Both have played and GMed games. Today,
both run projects in which many hobby members
panicipate-the Runestone and the PDO Auction.
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Both attend gaming cons to maintain years-old ties
with hobby friends. Maybe both have pretty much
burned out on Diplomacy itself, but that's not
unusual. I have known other people in the gaming
hobby to gradually move on from Dip o variants
and to other postal boardgames or role-playng
games. Zeen game openings reflect just this
diversity. "Dipdorn" may still be called that, but it is
certainly not just a hobby forDip. I have been to
cons at which noDip games were played! A11 this
goes to show that the hobby has-and certainly
should hav+a place for anyone who gets
enjoyment out of any part of it playtng Dip and
GMing it, running a chatzeen, playing and GMing
other games, running projects in the hobby, writing
letters and/or press to zeens, designing games,
attending cons or hosting them, etc. Answer your
question?

[As I told Frangois in Passchendaale: Ftrst,
this is notmy question. I've heard a number of
people raise this issue before, and I was wondering
what "The Lords" would say. Second, I don't play
Dip, either, so this was a bit of self-deprecating fun.
I'm surprised you didn't get it, Linda, you usually
show a fine sense of humor in your letters. Of
course, you think Alan is "wildly funny" and Simon
has a "dry wit " so I don't suppose you'd appreciate
my humor.

[You are right that there are many ways to
participate in Dipdom and have fun besides playing
Dip.l

(DAVID HOOD) I agree with Dave
McCtumb. I, for one, do not perceive a lack of
"good zeens." There are still a lot of them out there
that I would like to get, but haven't gotten around to
sending off for. One reason I say this is probably
due to my game-oriented approach to the hobby.
There are plenty ofplaces around o play a good
game of Dip. Sometimes I wonder just how much
actaalDiplomacy is played by some of your
readership.

Oh, come on Julie! You know, that game where
you move little pieces around Europe...

I brought up at the "Hobby Meeting" at
AtlantiCon the sarne issue raised by Mke Hopcroft
regarding Sacks' delisting ridiculousness. There is
no "Lords," just a bunch of people who happen to
read the same zeen. And to be fair to Brux, the
run-of-the-rillHoL letter writers do not an
objective jury make. Sacks ought to stop looking for
a Hobby Sanction for his own views-why not just
do what he wants to do? If people disagrce, they'll
just stop reading KGO.
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flo be fair, at last count I had 9 Maftin clones, 8
Brux toadies, and 22 neutrals on my sub list.]

(KEN PEEL) Convene The Lords for a
decision by a meeting of The Peers? Give me a
break.

Can we have an issue with a little less Chris
Carrier? ...a Auly sad case... Hrm...but no matter
how annoying he may be, an hour later it's
impossible to remember what he had to say (sort of
like bad Chinese fbod). Oh, what a naughty boy...

Generally, though, the zeen is sparking up
nicely. I admit to having had a few tnepidations
about a tart remark or two last issue, but you have
your own style, and I would certainly rather have an
overly opinionated column than one spiced with
warmed up melba toast.

Now to the real stuff. How dareyouprovide a
plaform for that morose (take ttrat), grouchy (and
that),biased and belligerent bully, Bob Olsen, who
doesn't have aPeel-friendly bone in his body. He
and his minions... but no! I'll not even gant him the
courtesy of a reply. SufEce it to say tlnt Olsen is not
interestedintrying to improve this zeen; he merely
wants to turn it ino yet another of his hotbeds for
lies and hared. Shall we stand by and let him and
his ilk drive out all decent folk favorably disposed o
professional baseball in Oakland? Why, if it weren't
for the fact that I'm not even going to mention this
dastardly and despicable Warlord of Wichita, I
would go on and on (and you better believe I could!)
about his perfidious pastimes. Let me raise one final
issue, however. Has anyone stopped to wonder
about the national origin of his cat? And how about
that organization of his: the Kansas Gaming Board?
Think about it.

(BOB OLSEN) It's so good to have a
toady...but please inform Mr Geryk that he doesn't
have to kill everyone in Dalton to find out what
happened to me (they're in enough trouble
already...)-I merely took a brief nap, that's all.
Sheesh, you nod offduring a Berch letter or
something and the next thing you know Bruce is
staking up mangled bodies like cordwood. Just an
excitable boy, I guess...

Speaking of Death Threats, though, did you
know I've been receiving them from Steve Clark?
And they're really good ones, toe.the savagery of
them would curl your hair (hey, if you ever need a
perm, let me know). Automatic weapons, knives,
cattle prods, pig-faced Nazis, the whole bit. None of
it quite reaches the blood-curdling level of "Do what
Alex tells ya, or I'll kill ya, OK?" but it's surely
close.
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It's really hell, isn't it, to have to say, "That was
a joke...you lwve heard of humor, haven't
you...look it up in a book" over and over again. In
the country of the blind...take good care of your
eyesight The ruling junta demands that everyone
share their debilities.

[Yes, Bob, it really does get tired after a while.
Anottrer broad hint for our readers: I think HoL is
the funniest reen in Di@om. Try reading it wittr that
thought in mind and see if you don't understand it a
little better and enjoy it a lot more, too.l

(ALAN STEWART) Months ago, I was
printing Bad Boy letters wd House of Lords was
printing Bruce Linsey' s Runestone Poll comments.
Now I'm getting the latter and you're getting the
former. I still can't figure out how I got ripped off
like this.

After #15 I decided that it wasn't really that your
comments were so obnoxious in themselves, but
that ttre contrast benveen yours and Dick's was so
dramatic. As Dick said in #15, it just took people
some time to adjusr

lovable (but obnoxious).
Bob Olsen is still letting his life be contolled by

his reaction to some mass mailing that occurred back
in 1985 or so, I see. It apparently affected him so
much ttrat at least half of what he writes about
anything-letters to HoL, his subzeen, even press
in his games--consists of obscurely vitiolic abuse
against the object of his obsession (whose name he
will not mention, as is common in these cases).
What a psychopath. Of course, I feel the same say
abouttheDemocratic members of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, so who arn I to talk? I notice
that Olsen has started up with Steve Hutton in his
usual sneering style as well. Since Steve hasn't been
writing anything in the hobby at all for at least a
year, I guess he feels it's finally safe.

Nobody needs anybody's permission to quote
what anybody else says about him, in a free society.
I explained that to Robert Sacks when he wrote me
along the lines of his quoted letter to Bruce Linsey
on page 4, and he seemed to understand.

[Don't you know, Alan, it's all the rage to
dredge up ancienthobby history anduse it against
people today?l

(MARK BERCH) I noticed that you quoted
from a copynght circular and from myself and
others on this general topic. It's possible that your
readers might draw the wrong inference. It is indeed
true that, under the new copynght law, copyright
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protection "subsists" once the work is put into
tangible fonn But that is not enough to gain
copyright protection itself, because if it is published
you must still put on a proper copyright notice and
register the material with the copyright office. I
mention this because the three sentonces you quoted
from the USCO circular didn't cover this poinr Dick
Martin's "request that my stuff not be reprinted'has
no significance in terms of copynght pnotection.
Moreover, even if Sacks and Martin did do that,
Linsey would still be pnotected under the Doctrine of
Fair Use, if he were dealing with criticism of
himself or his actions. For those interested, see
section 107 of the new copyright law.

There's nothing unique about Linsey's stance. If
someone criticizes me or what I do, I will respond in
whatever forum I choose, be it the origlnal zeen, my
own zeen, or some other zeen. Since I didn't pick
the original forum,I see no reason to be lockedin
there. And when I respond to criticism, I almost
always quote what was said" rather than rely on
paraphrase. I did indeed say that "it is the author and
not the publisher who has the right to erect barriers
to reprinting." But that right is not an unlimited one.
I doubt that there would be much support in this
hobby for the notion that A could criticize B, and
then bar B from quoting this criticism in his
lesponse, at least in certain zeens. I and Bruce, for
example, have been criticized a number of times in
KKIW, criticisms which took the form of quoting
me or him. Just think how far I'd have gotten saying
that they weren't allowed to quote me. Kathy once
even defended her right to quote me in KKIW from
an off-the-record letter.

I printed Bruce's postcard, et al, abotttis
'tight" to quoto any letterpertaining to him, because
I thought it was so funny that he was threatening me
with something he does anyway, and which I arn
powerless to prevent. So what? say I. Irt him take a
chance that someone will interfere with his personal
life (for a change) by bringing a lawsuit against him
(which is a mondo hassle, believe me, whether you
win, lose, drop it, or settle out of court).I

(ROO WALKER) I'm not sure anybody here
understands beans about copynght law. The bit
from Circular R1 you quoted is correct so far as it
goes, but it pertains to original mss. If I send you
something (this letter, for instance), it is an original
ms and you can't publish it without my permission.
If you have my permission and you do publish iq if
you don't copynght your publication and don't
publish a copyright notice next to my letter, then
copynght protection is lost. Nobody can prevent
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reprinting. There is one exception to this: if it was
my intent that you copyright my material upon
publication, and I canprove iq then I retain control
over the material.

The problem with atl ttris is that the intent of the
law is not really o give people control over their
letters and other mss just "because"; the issue is
really money. A ms for a work of artistic, literary,
or nonfiction creation is worth money. The private
correspondence of a famous person is likewise
worth money. Copynght laws are intended to
protect the interests of artists/writers and their heirs.
That's why, for instance, you can't print (in whole
or in part) one of JRR Tolkien's letters without the
permission of his estate.

It's ridiculous for Dick or Robert or anybody to
complain if Linsey publishes extracts from material
which has been printed in an uncopyrighted forum.
Once something is in the public domain, it's fair
game for anybody. I don't see that there is even an
ethical issue involved here. On the other hand, there
is the issue of common sense. What you have here
is simply typicalLinsey obtuseness and
over-reaction. Dick is correct in pointing out that
Linsey is just wasting space rri,Praxis. (On the
other hand, I've seen very little from him that wasn't
wasted space.)

By the way, here is some sub $$$. I'm willing
to have myself proved wrong with respect to my
statement ttrat arguing things n HoL isn't going to
settle anything. Even rf HoL is only a forum for
people to vent theiropinions toward a bunch of
closed minds, I suppose I can vent mine as well as
anyone.

Elear me now and believe me later: having been
involved in a lawsuit over copyright myself, I
understand very well that the bottom line of the
copynght laws is money. You can be right, right,
right, or even wrong, wrong, wrong, but if there's
no money involved, it really doesn't matter.
(Although there are such things as punitive
damages.) kr the context of Dipdom, the copyright
issue is a joke, folks. I printed Linsey's postcard
and dredged up an old Mark Berch quote from the
"Copyright Wars" of a couple years ago just to see
how it would stand up in our kangaroo court today.
Apparently, people have become better informed or
less willing to parade their ignorance, and this is no
longer the bone of contention it once was.

[On the other hand, you have reminded me of
another reason to despise "not for print" letters:
they're "unfannish" in that they implicitly threaten
out-of-Dipdom reprisal for in-Dipdom actions.
(This, of course, beside the fact that they are
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generally used to cover shady MegaDipdom deals
which the writer may later wish to deny.) By the
way, does anybody besides Walker, Linsey, Berch,
and Davis still use the "NOT FOR PRINT, NOT
FOR COPYING OR REPEATING, DO NOT
QUOTE," erc,labels?]

(BRUCE LINSEY) I noted with amusement
your tactic of taking quotes from different places and
putting them together into a single quotation. (Ihis
refers to your quote by me near the top of page 1.)
I'm sure then that you won't object to others' use of
the same tactic-right? (In fact, if we can do it witlr
sentences, we can do it lvith words too, n'est-ce
pas?) But you must never, nevor expunge yotu
ellipses-EdWrobel even says so!

[Actually, since these are quotations taken from
two different sources, what is missing is not
ellipses, but a set of end and beginning quotation
marks. I'm glad to see you are proofreading
carefully. Would you like me to footnote your
quotations, too?

[Of course, you realize the reason for a]l these
rules on punctuation of quotations is to avoid
misrepresentation of the speaker's word.If you
think I have misrepresented your opinion of HoL,
you are welcome to send in a corrected opinion for
print.

[Please, don't bore me with threats. This is just
like your "I'll quote what I want" postcad last issue;
now it's 'nl'll make the quotes say what I wanl"
What else is new? You play with words like other
people play with cards, and you cheat. For example,
you say: "I haye never said that the Runestnne Poll
proves which zeens and GMs are the best In fact,
my opening editorial inCream #3 made it quite
clear that I don't feel way. You have no business
misstating my position this way.'*Well, your article
in the Spring 88 Diplomacy World. entitled
'Diplomacy's Al1-Time Finesg" is all about how one
can use the statistics generated by yourpoll to
determine which are the "greatest" zeens and GMs
of "all time." You're right, Bruce, you never said
"best," you said "greatest." Go stick it in your mass
mailing.l

archives
(KEN PEEL) Julie, I wonder if you could

help me out. Because of the flood of Zeen
Re gis te r requests (P o ntev e dria requests,
actually, butJ am filling them with ZRs),I am also
getting an echo surge of requests for The Norttr
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American Zeen Bank (I just love the pomposity of
that thing's whole name!). I have a problem. I'm
virtually out of zeens.

The way I work theZB is that I have two boxes.
One holds all the zeens I receive (most of them are
tradesforthe ZR).Once Ifinishanissue of theZR
I dump that box ino the other box, which is the
hallowed home of TNAZB. I don't use any of ttre
zeens in the first box forZB requests until they
properly make their way into the second box,
because I need those things for info on the various
zeers (descriptions, frequency, game openings,
stealable snippets, etc.).

So basically,IIELP! Some pubbers have sent
rne extas of their zeens to help me out with the Zeen
Bank. I have plenty of the following: Boob
ReportslAB, Appalachian General,
Retaliatio n, P e relandra, E xciteme nt City, and
Bushwacker. There are plenty of other zoens
which I really like to send out (because, frankly,
they are among my favorites), though, including
Vertigo, Comrades in Arms, Cathy's
Ramblings, and Penguin Dip.lt there are any
pubbers out there with extra zeens who want to get
them in the hands of novices, send them to me and I
will put them o good work. If anyone also would
like to send me zeens they otherwise would throw
away, hey, throw them my direction!

What I do is the opposite of an Archives. I don't
squirrel away zeens where generally they don't get
used.I take used zeens and toss them back into
circulation. AB mailing costs me $2.40 for 20-30
zeens (cram full a large legal sized manila folder and
you are there). Usually I get 10 or so 7R requests
between ZRs, which hits a tairly reasonable stasis.
But since the article in the General,I've had about
30 requests. I already plan to hit Olsen's (probably
pitiful) collection when I raid his place in August.
Any other help would be greatly appreciated.

(ROD WALKER) I don't know what,
specifically, Larry Peery might be proposing wittr
respect to'omessy folds," but Chris Carrier's
suggestion that "nothing" be done is the only
practical solution. If someone folds messily and then
tries to start games again,I'm sure there will
naturally be a hue-and-cry around the hobby about
it. The restart of Frangois Cuerrier's publication is a
good case in point, in the sense that Frangois did
quite a goodjob of dealing with the previous
problem. Anotherpossible case situation might be
Bernard A ("Buddy") Tretick (cunently playing
games under the name "Bernie OaHyn"), who has
nvice folded very messily. He is, in fact, the only
GM known to me who was orphaning games and
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starting new ones atthe same time.If he made a
ttrird attempt at running games, I'm sure it would be
in the face of a lot of spontaneous adverse publicity.
Another, similar, case might be Dan 6efiam, who
has just done a second fold which appears to be
rather messy (and, ironically, "Oaklyn" is one of his
players). It seems to me, however, that any proposal
to "institutioniliza" the hobby's reaction to such
events is doomed to failure due to impracticality.

(LINDA COURTEMANCHE) Let me have
a try at answering a couple of Larry Peery's
questions from issue #15.

He asks, "How should we, individually or
collectively, deal with the problem of a returning
GM orpubber who has had a messy fold in the
past?" I find it interesting that Larry refers to a
'lroblem" with this. It isn't necessarily one. Some
pubbers, from what I hear, have a messy fold
during their student days---or later-and come back
eventually with a very dependable zeen. I know I
was surprised recently to find that was the case with
azeen Steve and I have enjoyed for years. The
pubber clearly has learned from his mistakes.

Of course, I understand that those who have
been burned by a messy fold in the past don't know
for sure that a born-again zeen is going to be any
more of a success ttran it was the first time around. I
understand such people don't want their friends
burned either. So I guess the best way to deal with it
is forpubbers to do as they have done with the
recently-revived Passchendaele: jast say the zeen
folded messily in the past, but is back and is
currently looking very good. Then, as the publisher
continues to churn out issues and the subbers' trust
increases, they can decide to resub if they like. I
think ttre " cglteat emptorP warntngwill keep people
from investing too heavily in a zeen until it has a
proven track record on its second go-round. And
anyway, it isn't a bad idea at all to sub for only a
few issues at a time to any zeen you get. Quite a
number of ourpubbers have vanished lately, and
because I have not sent much money, I have not lost
much money.

Larry also asks, "Whag if anything, can we do
to encourage people to try publishing a Dip zrnn?" I
don't think prospective pubbers needmach
encouragement! Those with a talent for writing and
GMing do, in my experience, eventually become
pubbers. If they don't it probably is just as well
because they probably don't have the drive to keep
going. My only pafrial solution would be for zeen
pubbers to offer space to those wanting to run a
subzeen. Subzeen pubbing is a great way for a
person to see if he/she has the interest, time, and
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organizational skills required to publish a
full-fledged zeen.

(STEVE LANGLEY) I'm afraid I'm not up
to drawing a distinction betrpeen what I'm.doing
now (writing to you andHoL) and real life. Where
does reality begin? When I put down my pen? Does
the fact that I'm writing this on the back of a status
rcport Olank, as is suitable to my status) make this
more (or less) real, or is it more or less real anyway?
If this is all such a waste of time, why is Steve Clark
concerned about Spike? Who is Spike, anyway?
Who says the Bad Boys don't NMR. If they don't
NMR, why was Dick called to standby in Magus?
Inquiring minds want to know!

Why, after years of relative wimpish silence, has
Bob Olsen suddenly become such an outspoken
tlpe? Have the Bad Boys put something in the
water? I told him not to drink the water.

(ALAN STEWART) Hopcroft asked whether
the BadBoys even playrng in any games. Last time I
bothered to open my copy of Frobozz, which
wasn't recently, I saw that Geryk was close to a win
in a game there. Another Bad Boy illusion dispelled.

My feeling on the Bad Boys is that, as a
conservative, I liko to see them stick to their old
famfiar themes and not try to branch out into stuff
they aren't good at (like discussing polling
procedures, for exarrple). It's sort of like politics;
you have to keep reiterating your basic themes or the
message andpublic image gets blurry.

(CHRIS CARRIER) It is clear, given the fact
that Bruce Gerykdropped outof collegel that I was
right all along about Bad Boyishness being driven
by fear of failure---only instead of it being fear of
fuare failure, it is based on the fact ttrat Bruce
Grryt, at the very least, has failed in life by being a
college dropout.

Dick sated ttrat he didn't see many "successful"
people in Dipdom. I disagree-because it takes a
certain degree of Real World economic success to be
a major facor in this hobby. The phone isn't cheap;
neither is postage for zeens or rnass mailings.
Around here, a phone bill of less than $100 is cause
for sighs of relief, and the zeen sample issue of the
MegaDiplomat is probably going to cost almost
$100 to print and mail. Poor folks can't afford to
spend those kind of bucks on hobbies-I certainly
couldn't have afforded this hobby before getting my
permanent, civil service protected job.
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[Who told you Bruce Gerykdropped out? It
wouldn't happen to be Bruce Linsey, would it? I ask
because Gerl,'k mentioned atPudgeCon (well before
you "broke the story" lnPraxis) that he had taken a
year off to work on his thesis, and how funny it was
that Linsey had talked to his advisor (dean,
whatever) who told Linsey that Geryk wasn't at
school there anymore. Now you gloat about how
he's "dropped out." Are you real sure on that, or
have you perhaps jumped the gun in your eagemess
to nail Geryk?

[By the way,I thought yourquestion in the
MegaDiplolnsl -'t s you think if Steve Clark's
daddy had shoved a coathanger up his wife one fine
day when he was drunk 30 years ago, we'd be
better sff?"-is far more disgusting and inexcusable
than anything the Bad Boys have ever said or done.l

(DICK MARTIN) Gee, I so hate to
disillusion Chris Carrier, but I really don't enjoy all
this feuding Stuffnearly as much as he would like to
believe. Most of the time I can't really figure out just
what the pointof my involvementis, otherttran that
I must defend what I feel is 'tight" Whether that's
sticking up for Don Ditter when I think he's taking
unfair abuse, or Kathy Caruso when every decision
she makes is questioned simply because some
people don't like her, or myself when all my
motivations are willfully misrcpresented, I just feel
it's something ttrat I harc to do. I don't really care
about my "reputation" in dipdom (a useless
commodity at best), winning awards or glowing
plugs don't make my day, and I'm not so insecure
that I need the adulation of thousands of screaming
Retalies to glve me a sense of self-worth. Many
times I've wished it would all go away and I could
just have a good time again without a car€ in dipdom
beyond the simple pleasures of playing and running
games.

My advice to anyone else here just for fun, to
play a game or trvo (ttrere must be at least one of you
out there!), is to steer clear of anything even vaguely
resembling a feud. It's far too easy to get dragged in
deeper than you like. Once the cycle starts, it's
almost impossible to break out of-nothing short of
one side leaving dipdom seems to end it. Nobody
"wins" feuds any more than you can win a
war-you just survive.

But the Bad Boys are still right, you know....

(LINDA COURTEMANCHE) I enjoyed
Dick's letter about the "lack of arnbition" of
hobbyists. It just goes to show that it is possible to
make the Bad Boys' points more politely than they
do, and of course, he and the BBs have been right
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all along to a certain extont; some hobbyists do take
things far oo seriously, and some hobbyists do
neglectjob opportunities andtimes with family and
friends to play postal games. Some also pour much
too much money into the hobby.

I think that the whole Bad Boys fad has caused a
few hobbyists to reevaluate what they put into the
hobby, and to scale down their involvement to a
more reasonable level o allow for a better career and
more "quality time" with loved ones. And maybe it
ook as direct an attack as the Bad Boys' to make
that happen, seeing as some people still haven't
gotten the message. However, I do question Dick's
equating "successfrrl" careors with law alone. I can
think of other hobbyists who are in fields which,
admittedly, may notrake in the bucks of law, but
those hobbyists seem to be using theirpotential and
they seem to be happy. What better standard of
success is there?

I ttrink Dick put the word "successful" in quotes
to indicate a bit of irony to yor-he meant
successful in the conventional, middle class sense
that only lawyers and docors are successful. I'm
sure he does not think successful people are limited
to those professions, or high-paying professions,
hence the remark aboutnot needing an Audi toprove
success.l

(JIM BURGESS) Dick forgot about me and
Sludge, we're successful people. I have found most
of the Bad Boy affaire o be amusing. It even
arnazos me how few people have managed to discern
the appnopriate behavior to take toward what they
do. I guess it just goes to show they mostly were
righton. Damn, Robert Sacks even made sense.

(ROD WALKER) I can't understand the
amount of space being wasted by and about children
such as Clark, Geryk, and Zarse. They apparently
spend at least as much time on this hobby as people
they call "freaks," and people spend time on them as
if what they say is anything more than puerile
gabble-gibble.

It always gives one a sense of severe ennui
when Bad Boy Sacks goes on and on about
whatever. I am, however, glad to see him admit that
lying aboutpeople is immoral.

(MICHAEL HOPCROFT) No doubt the
next big controversy will be sending letters to
auttrority figures about ttre hobby activities of certain
people. No doubt that will fall under your "Bad
Boys" segment next time. But is it a Bad Boy
problem, oris everybody in potential trouble? There
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was a lot of that in Kathy's Komor this issue, as
the Carusos (never Linsey's greatest fans) really lay
into Linsey for taking that fatal step. Do we all have
something to worry about? What I'd like to know is
how Linsey found the address of Mom and
Company. It doesn'tcoup up in the casual
conversation of arch-enemies. ("I'm going !o use
your intestines for a jumprope! I'm going to flay
you ino saddle leather! And my mother, who lives
atl77L S Plymouth, Ketchikan, WA,77654,is
going to gdnd you into hamburger!') It doesn't
generally come up in games either. ("Sure, I'll let
you have Serbia. Here's my mother's signature on
our 8saty...") And what can a mother do anyway?
Take away yourDiplomacy set?

llas this sort of situation come up before? Some
of the old hands are talking as though this has
atready happened once and Great Feuds Erupted.
Now I'm not up on the history, but is uniting Mom
a habit of Linsey's? Funny, but when I heard about
this a month ago,I wasn't so concerned. It was,
after all, the Bad Boys, arch-foes of all that is decent
and pure, that were the targets of this. I'm reminded
of what happened when the Korean airliner was shot
down and the general consensus at my college (at
least of the students) was that we should nuke
Moscow in retaliation. We would have regretted it
then (if we'd lived long enough...), and I should
probably rcgrret what happened. I st'll won't defend
the Bad Boys too readily; if anybody deserves to
have Mom called out on them, it's them. But will the
same thing happen to everybody else too? That
seems to be what's bothering some people.

Now, if somebody had called inmy mother, I'd
be antagonized- And, of course, the idea that the
authorities are going to be called in when ttrings get
hairy seems odd" h the unlikely (but delicious)
eventthatBruce Geryk finds himself in federal
prison for forging the [WalkerffillerlKoning]
awards ballot (using tools available to anybody who
frequents copy shops and has national connections
willing to do his bidding), we will wonder whether
this can happen to us. After all, usually ttre penalty
for violating somebody's copynght is substantial
damages. Admittedly, most zeen-faking cases would
wind up in small claims court. But you'd have to be
pretty mad to do that. I can understand why
somebody that upset would do somettring like ttrag
but it still seqms odd that they would take such
drastic steps. And don't forget ttrat this is all in
public. Linsey told several people (including me)
ttrat he was doing this. No doubt this was designed
to reinforce the idea ttrat those being offended by ttre
Bad Boys were doing something. Not necessarily
something effective, but something nonetheless.
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The strangest thing about all this is that the only
people really benefrting from the exposure is the Bad
Boys themselves. Foronce they look like victims
rather than victimirers. Their attacks on others will
lookpositively petty compared o some of the things
ttrat have been attempted against them. Mind you, I
have still seen no evidence to support the conclusion
that Bruce Gerl,'k isn't an obnoxious little brat
whose behavior could stand to be modified. And
I'm not saying I wouldn't like to apply a few blunt
instruments of my own to Steve Clark's enlarged
cranium someday. I just wish somebody could do
something effective instead of offensive.

The main problem with the Bad Boys is that
their stuff is simply not funny. Being funny would
excuse a $eat numy weaknesses.It is therefore truly
unfornrnate that screaming incoherently at the top of
your lungs about applyrng Uzis to everybody just
doesn't cut it as humor (unless you're into Bobcat
Golthwait, in which case stay well clear of me!).
Obviously the Bad Boy's favorite rock song is that
DrDemento favorite'My Name is Larry." "My
name is Larrylmy name is Larryfihave amother/her
name is Mother. Hi, Mother!" Saying this is humor
is like saying SlumberParty Nightnare Massacre on
Elm Street at Fridav the 13ttr Pafin.65l counts as
horror. What kind of schooling produces this??

(DAVID HOOD) I'm a bit ambivalent about
this issue. I find Random Thought tobe
extremely funny at times, though sometimes it is
simply tasteless and boring. And while I agree with
Sacks that trashing fellow hobbyists is not very
nice, I have to admit that Geryk, Zarse, and Clark
often have a goodpoint.

I think the major pnoblem is in how people are
choosing to deal with the Bad Boys' attacks. People
who quit publishing, or call Zarse's mofirrna, etc,
are being silly. The stuff the Bad Boys print is not
assumed by anybody to be particularly true or even
coherent. Random Thought reads more like the
stream ofconsciousness of an irreverent child than
the careful argumentation of House of Lord.s. For
anyone to take it seriously enough to actually get
offended by anything said is really acting like a
freak.

Now, this does not apply to other actions which
I have heard of that the Bad Boys have done.
Calling innocent parties or conducting harassment is
not the way to lampoon other hobbyists.

I guess the bonom line is that I am as
wishy-washy as Bob Olsen. But at least I don't live
in Kansas.

Oh, regarding honeymoon in Wichita-I ttrink I
would be a permanent arget for abuse by Bad Boys
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if I were ftealry enough to go Dipping on my
honeymoon. After all, I'd have to cancel our luxury
accornmodations at the Mayberry (NC) Town Motel
and our tickets to the International Swine Wrestling
Competition being held there August L4-19...

burnout
(MICHAEL HOPCROFT) Burnout is when

you face a word processor for umpteen hours, the
deadline is two days away, and not only do you
have nothing to write, but you passionately wish the
whole bloody thing would go away and you could
hide someplace.It is truly unfornrnate, therefore,
that studio apartments rarely (if ever) have root
cellars! I can't just shove a week's mail into the
tubes and watch it ferment. (Someday somebody is
bound to come up with an alcoholic beverage from
distilled paper. Yuck! )

(CHRIS CARRIER) You're right,
Julie...feuding does arouse my enthusiasm. I was
practically out of the hobby in 1987, which should
go down in hobby history as the Year of the
Asskisser. 1988 is sooooooo much more fun.

(JfU BURGESS) I agree that there's not
much going on in terms of lettercolumn and
discussion zeens when you compare it to ttre early
80s, but it's much better than it was last year.
Praxis has really hit stide. Brad Wilsori has beefed
apVertigo, Mark I-ew is back, Simon Billenness
is taking up An international stance, andHoL se,ems
to be getting awfully popular...in general, I see
Dipdom as being on the road to recovery. A few
more big feuds and we'll be off and running. [et's
face it, feuds do raise people's personal interest
levels. I don't have much respect for those who
leave Dipdomoverthem-

I want to deny what Simon says about me
(mostly). Also, the one sure cure for burnout is
winning a postal Dip game. Too bad burnouts never
wln.

census
(ROO WALKER) Bruce Linsey's attempt to

get Ken Peel to send him mailing lists, and to lie
about having done it, was just the most blatant
aspect of his attempt to bloat the "Poll's" numbers.
He also tried to get lists from individual publishers
and whined a lot at those who were unwilling to
send them. A reminder to publishers: if you give
Linsey yourlists, you arc condemning yourplayers
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to junk mail harassment-it appears ttrat Linsey's
typical approach is to send multiple duns to get
people to vote, as many as five, at least trvo of them
with SASE enclosed! (One wonders how he can
afford a postal blitz of this sort, but suddenly can't
afford to keep his promise of free issues of his
publication to those GMS who made his bloated
vote figures possible in the first place.) Sharing
census or mailing list infomration with Linsey is a
bad idea.

(LINDA COURTEMANCHE) In theory,
this is a great idea. In practice, it's virtually
hopeless. Dippers move all the time. Steve GMs a
game in which only trro players remain at their
start-of-game addresses from two years ago. Really,
Bnrce Linsey is the only one in the hobby with a
prayer of having a fairly up-to-date address list
because he needs to uflate it yearly-but people
move between Runestones, too!

[Are you saymg the Pollster must have a
"Crnsus" in order to run The Po11?]

(JIM BURGESS) I finally found the courage
to chuck much of the mid-1980s Dip stuff I gathered
while bing in ttre Orphan Service. That's a finl It
felt great. Just so everyone knows, I kept the good
stuff and the controversial stuff (like Murd'ring
Ministers and Roy Henrick's Envoy zeens). I
even organized everything else. If anyone wants
anything from me, ask now, I may keep throwing.

[Ken? Oh, Ken? We have a prospect for you!]

(MICHAEL HOPCROFT) Some of the
hobby alliances that have formed lately mystify me.
Sacls and Geryk getting together on aproject? After
all ttre ttrings they've called each other? I still
remember a letter I got from Sacls linking the Bad
Boys to Davis and his other urgets! But it
happened. And all because somebody bought Bruce
a Macintosh out of the goodness of their hearts.
Does this mean Amos Andrew Anybody can become
an Influential Publisher by investing four thousand
dollars in a Mac and laser printer? (Of course, I
shouldn't complain; my computer and softrvarre cost
close to a grand, and "public" money yet. If you
want to do damage to me, don't write my mom.
Write the Socia1 Security ofEce, and tell them I've
joined a Communist Conspiracy with their money.)

According to Iain Bowen, chief editor of
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Mission From God, some 40Vo of the zeens in
the British hobby are still done on mimee. I have yet
to see an American zeen done sl mimeo, though I'm
sure there must be a few out thert. If there were a
sudden shortage of photocopier supplies, what
would happen to the American hobby, I wonder?

[Well, we still have Al Peason's old ditto
machine, so we'd still be in business. Since we run
most of Dipdom's zeens and services,I guess things
wouldn't fall apart completely.l

(TOM NASH) You guys have a CompuServe
account but never sign on. You are missing one of
the most vibrant play-of-the-game, hidden
subcommunities inPBMDip. At any CompuServe
"!" prompt, enter "go gamers (enter>" to get to the
Gamers' Forum. Subsection 5 is entirely devotedto
electronic mail Diplomacy and variants. There is
even an electnonic zeen published in Data Library 5,
The Armchair Diplomal, cnrrently running
about eight games of Dip, two Gunboat, and one
Revolution. All witfi weekly orevery otherweek
deadlines for ttrat crisp sense of fast play. Mail is
instantaneously sent, so the diplomacy can be fast
and furious.

And it is hidden from the wider hobby. I played
there for two years before I found out the wider
hobby existed. Two years without ever hearing one
word about Brux, Bad Boys, polls, or feuds. Then
one day I made my fatal misake...I posted an open
message:'Does anyone know of anything written
on Diplomacy...a magazine or anything like that?"
Within two weeks I had a copy of the Zeen
Register and well...here I am.

So if you ever want to play a grune without all
thepolitics and/or anonymity (believe me, nobody's
ever heard ofyou there), drop on by.

[Wittrout a]l the politics? Sorry to disillusion
you, Tom, but PBEM Dip was a hot issue tn HoL
and Dipdom about four years ago. Russell Sipe was
the editor of TAD then (is he still around?), and he
wrote quite a few letters here. The burning issue
was whether or not PBEM ganres were regular and
couldreceive Boardman Numbers. The decision
was no, because letters and orders sent by public
bulletin boards could not be guaranteed confidential.
I believe that Sipe became disgusted with the PBM
hobby at that point, which is perhaps why the two
hobbies have become so separated. Welcome
home.l

{I believe the problems were more related to a
negative reaction from Avalon Hill to PBEM, but
there's no doubt the "irregular" ruling didn't help.)

10
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COSTS

(LINDA COURTBMANCHE) Reading
Michael Hopcroft's letter about writing checks for
Dipzeens, I can't help wondering why people in
precarious financial circt mstances insist on
publishing. He's not the only one I know who does
iL I'm sure that if I were worried about my money
running out,I would take apublishing hiatus. When
we first moved to Pennsylvania, I would have done
exactly that because of the staggering expenses
involved, had I not been a subzeen which was
printed atMelinda's expense atthe time. Couldone
of yourreaders explain this for me?

Steve and I have been getting a lot of flak lately
frompeople who visit, see Melinda's cost
breakdown on how much we owe her for HiSh
Inertia, and fall down in a dead faint. The latest
issue cost us $64.26-fourteen pages to Melinda's
135 subbers. But how many other pubbers out there
can get away with payrng that amount for that large a
circulation? And isn't it worth something to have all
xeroxing, collating, stapling, addrcssing, stamping,
and return-addressing taken care of by someone
eise? What do Ho/-ftaders think?

lWould you be interested in taking on HoL as a
sub-subzeen?l

(CHRIS CARRIER) One way to keep costs
down is to use the smallest possible type on your
computer (if you're using your computer to
compose). Right now I'm projecting the next
MegaDiplomat to be 8 pages, which would be
about 13.2 pages of my normal font (standard pica
10 cpi).

I get annoyed by people who don't cash
checls-they can really mess an account up. The
solution is to send cash-who cares, given the low
amounts spent on subs (as opposed to the phone).

custodians
(JIM BURGESS) Speaking of Envoy,l

notice the BNC is listing the game thatDick was
running there as missing. May we assume thatDick
notrecognizing the BNC sfietched to notreporting
that garne finish? Moreover, wasn't that the game
that Sludge carne in as standby and won? Maybe
Olsen hasn'twon apostal dip game...

By the way, as a former custodian, can I not
bother to get involved in the Custodian disputes?
Don Williams was asking me why I was advising
him not to take on a major hobby custodianship. I'd
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show him thdse interminable, never-ending
arguments by custodians with only as much power
as they can create for themselves. Ooh, I said I
wasn't going to gctinvolved...

[No, you may not assume thatDickdidnot
report the garne. You may assune that it was "lost"
in the shuffle between BNCs, just like the Hoot &
Mouth game ttrat Dick has reported to three
different BNCs, and now Heinowski's asking about
it again.l

(CHRIS CARRIER) As I see it, the Sacks
problem is that thepeople who got the
custodianships that Sacks either got hold of or
created out of nothing, 'oThe xxx Custodian under
the Covenant'n are required to sign documents
which pledge them, and all tleir successors,to
certain things. Well, the tadition in this hobby is
that one custodian can anoint another, but cannot
dictate after the fact how the custodian shall do his
or her job. Since Sacks fails to realize that, the
hobby has left him behind"

[So then what's the problem? How does this
affect your life? How has it ever affected you?l

(LINDA COURTEMANCHE) I'm glad
Dick agees that Bruce and The Freds should not be
"de-listed." It's a pointless move, impossible to
enforce. I think we all know Bruce is not about to
shrivel up and die because he's taken off someone's
list of anything! And I'm just as srue ttrat Bruce isn't
going to cower in his boots and hand over his
projects just because someone says he should.
Doesn't Robert realize by now that Bruce would
never give up that easily?! And doesn't Robert
realize that harping on it is only going to make Bruce
dig in his heels and stick around longer than he
might otherwise?

A quick correction to yourcomment about
altemative hobby services: Bruce does lr;st Masterc
of Deceit as well as Supernoya in sending out
novice packets; I've seen the listing.

ffrue, but Robert lists (or did at the time I
applauded him for it)all alternative hobby services
that he knows of.

['m sure Robertrealizes all these things about
Bruce be,cause he's had the same tactics used as
futilely on him,lo, these many years. But since
Bruce trots out his "massive hobby support" every
time he does something he knows he really
shouldn't do, I suppose Robert figured he'd try to
fight fire with fire.I

11
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(ROD WALKER) This issue, as Geryk says,
has gotten "out ofhand," although ofcourse he says
this for his usual crazed-wacko reasons. It's the
pettiness with respect to hobby services which has
gotten out of hand. Dick Martin won't send game
info to Steve Heinowski. Pure peniness. We have
two competing MillerNumber Custodians. There is
no explanation for this except slwer pettiness. Bruce
Linsey plays every trick he can think of to get a
bigger vote in his "1rc11" each year than he got the
year before, thus making the "poll'n a tedious
bureaucratic exercise instead of something the hobby
at large can enjoy. What other explanation is therc
butpetty egoism? The petty nitpicking of Robert
Sacks is legendary. This list could be extended
indefinitely.

It's high time people tied to put this sort of crap
behind us and concentrated on getting the hobby and
its services to run smoothly. That means good will
instead of peuiness, and ignoring the people who
insist on being petty anyway. It's those guys who
are the hobby's "bad boys," and in my book, that
lumps Geryk, Sacks, and Linsey ino the same
pot-unless it's possible for them to change their
stripes.

[What is the BNC's office if not a petty
dictatorship?l

(MARK BERCH) You write, "According to
my information...in about t976the BNC, then
Conrad von Metz.ke, proclaimed a mandaory fee for
the numbers, and the resulting hobby uproar drove
him out of office." What information are you alking
about? No such event ever occrured- Since Robert
Sacks has written me something similar, I suspect
you heard it from him. This is one of Sacks' many
delusions, and you're foolish to rely on him.

First of all, von Metzke resigned in September,
1974, turning his records and job over to Doug
Beyerlein. There was no issue of fees. Comad had
simply sopped doing the job. Doug was later to
report that there was a six-month interval dwing
which no BNC work at all had been done! There
was some contoversy at the time of ttre switch
itself, but that had to do with the supposed reasons
for von Metzke's not giving the job to Ray Heuer
(details were reprintednDD #84). There was no
dispute over fees and von Metzke was not driven out
of office.

I realize that this whole business about fees is
important to you, to ttre point of running an
alternative MNC operation for it. ffyour being
misinfomred about hobby history had any role in
this, then perhaps you should reconsider. Your
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alternative operation is a solution to a non-existent
problem. The chances of Hyatt charging a fee are
about the same as you doing it-approximately AVo.
If it weren't for your alternative operation, it
wouldn't even be worttrwhile to discuss the opic.

On the topic of the publishing handbook (Once
Upon a Deodline), you say that Bruce did it
"excluding a certain Soup of GMs/publishers from
contributing." No, he didn't Bruce made an
announcement to the hobby that he wanted
contributions to this new handbook. What
contribution was excluded? Be specific, now-and
refer to a contribution actually written, as no one can
be expected to accept something not actually written.
I might add that OUAD has at least four mentions
af Masters of Deceit (by contrast, MoD makes
no mention at all of any of Bruce's projects).
OAAD also mentions zeens such as KKlW,Coat
of Anns, andThe Prtnce. All of them were put
out by people hostile to Bruce.

Adrdnot say that he "excluded their
contributions"; I said he "excluded them from
contributing." Yet another insunce of Berchian
mind-rasslin', eh? Set up a straw man with a
rnisquote, then knock the stuffing out of it.

[But to clarify for the careless or uninformed
reader who might be befuddled by your tactics:
Aboutthe time of his general announcementthathe
was publishing a handbook, Bruce sent out quite a
few personal invitations to GMs and pubbers asking
them for specific contributions. However, he did not
send such an invitation to John Caruso orDick
Martin, two of Dipdom's longest-lived, and
presumably most experienced, GMs and publishers.
(Much later on, he sent a begrudging note o the
effect ttrat Dick could contibute if he really wanted
to.) They were excluded from the guest 1ist, which
(before you say it) does not necessarily mean that if
they had sent afiicles, Bruce would not have
published them.l

{It was clear to me that my contribution would
be an unwelcome one. The "invitation" formletterI
received, late as it was, was sent solely for megadip
purposes.)

(ALAN STEWART) "Nor that many people
have the guts to buck the system," you say? Come
on, that's entirely ilre opposite of the truth. The
Hobby is so anarchic that it tolerates no
organization. People attack systems just because
they are there. People can even opt out ofessential
ga:rre registration systems, putting ttreirplayers to a
lot of unnecessary trouble, and not get criticized for
it. If the BNC had no other way to fund his

t2
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operations, then he should set a mandatory fee. So
long as the Hobby considers to extend its generous
support, that won't be necessary. And by the way,I
am willing to bet $10, knowing nothing about US
law, that Sacks would not dsk his ta:r-whatever
privileges by donating to a BNC who exacts
mandatory fees-for-service. Since I expect Sacks to
deny this, and it will take me a certain amount of
time and trouble to prove him wrong, it might be
interesting, if I arn forced to research the issue, to go
a little farther and find out just what representations
Sacks didmake in order to get his tur status.
Anything in there about having authority to
"registet''or decide the legitimacy of hobby
serices, for example? Was it made clear to the IRS
that Sacks' organizations are just fronts for his
factional warfare?

Are you enjoying being the true sovereign of the
Hobby? Sacks claims ttre right to run everything,
but is willing to defer to "the Lords"; you have the
ultimate authority over who is entitled to be in "the
Lords" by controlling the sub list; therefore you are
the ultimate Hobby authority. Queen Julie I.

I hesitate to intervene in the
Linsey-Martin-Martin feud as Bruce can take care of
himseH, but who did I[r Linsey exclude from
contibuting to the Handbmk? You know, I am
becoming convinced that you andDick intentionally
say a lot of things you know a.ren't true just to a) get
Bruce's goag and b) ensure that you will get a
response from Bruce and thereby keep the thing
gorng.

[No, that's Woody's job.
["The Hobby is so anarchic that it tolerates no

organization." This fromthe man who coined the
tomr "the Hobby Establishment"? Then again, the
man who was previously extolling ttre virnres of "a
frree society" seems to thinkthatpeople shoaldlmte
to register their games (what are they, handguns?),
and if the BNC should decide to charge a mandatory
fee, well then, they should have to pay that too! Get
a consistent viewpoint, Alan!]

(MICHABL HOPCROFT) I'm mulling over
the idea of applying to edit the KGO Zeen
Directory for 1989. Don't sign me up on the
nomination list just yet, but I'm thinking about it. I
ttrink I could do a decent job, but I may not have the
time or energy for such a project (school and all).
Besides, for me to sign up would be to finally pin
me down in several areas I've been trying to iemain
neutal in. A lot of people with stakes in the matter
of that project's desuuction would stop speaking to
me. And so on. I wish the atrnosphere were less
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charged, because if it weren't I'd have no hesitation
about going after the job. As it is, I'm mulling it
over.

(DAVID HOOD) I think Sacks'idea for
another East Coast con is a good one. I just hope he
doesn't bury it in mounds of bureaucracy and
tax-exempt organizations. . .

(CHRIS CARRIER) Get people you know
out of the hobby to sub-if they're interested,
they'll branch out and discover all of Dipdom.

(JIM BURGESS) I find myself getting rather
nasty about getting rid of subbers. I return checls
and cut people off at whim. I'm detemrined to keep
my "sub" (nobody pays) list around 50. It can be
done.

[We don't cut people at whim, but there's a few
for whom the least excuse would do. On the other
han4 there are some people who never have to wdte
or sendus money again-they have "lifetime"
subscriptions, or at least until they move with no
forwarding address.l

(BOB OLSEN) Well, Gary Coughlan was an
excellent GM of the old (almost antebellum...hyor$
school, but he could never compete with New Age
GMs like Don Williams or me. The old way of
GMing was just one guy sitting down and writing
up the season, and that was that. Williams-Olsen
style GMing, on the other hand, is a continuing
process of investigation and discovery, a
collaborative effort on the part of both players and
GM to discoverTruth, ie,the corect adjudication.
How much more satisfying it must be to the players
to thus have a hand in the entire proceeding...

As to ttre question of whether I would be (even
more) confused by revised orders, this will probably
never come up. In most cases, revised orders are the
result of the process of negotiation. As far as I can
tell, none of my players indulge in that kind of
thing!

(CHRIS CARRIER) If a game was run
under civil disorder rules by a North American GM,
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would it be considered regular? Or a variant?

lWhen Mark Larzelere ran it, it was regular.]

(MARK BERCH) On the subject of WAP,
Steve Langley says, '?ersonally, I don't want to
have to dig back into prior adjudications to generate
moves for NMRs" Oh, what a dreadful burden! A11

you have to do is repeatthe exact silne moves from
the previous move season. How hard can that be?
Sure, the day will inevitably come when a GM
"screws it up." If the possibility of screwups were
enough to hold us baclg no one wouldundertake
GMing in the firstplace. krcidentally, Tom Nash
writes me that in his game nThe Annchair
Diplomat, the WAP rule has been used, and it has
made a difference.

[Was the difference good, bad, or indifferent?]

(DAVID HOOD) I don't think I'11ever WAP
my players. Seems like keeping up wittt what your
neighbors will do if they NMR wouldbe more
dlfficult than if you assnme their units will hold.
And I don't think I would set up a game that makes
life harder for those who da send in moves.

Again, as Dave McCrumb sai( it's all a matter
of personal preference. But just saytng that does nor
mean that a constructive discussion of WAP's
merits/flaws cannot be undertaken.

ffhis is the first look atWAP I've seen from the
player's point of view.l

(ROD WALKER) David McCrumb makes a
semi-good point, ttrat actual procedures are less
important than consistent application. To that should
be added: telling players what procedures and
rulings will be followed in advance, insofar as
possible. However, discussion of these things is
valuable, even so. For one thing, even an
experienced GM might pick up a good idea now and
then. For another, as new GMs enter the arena,
they're going to have to learn the ticks of the tade.
Mark Berch, it must be confessed, does tend to
specialize in speculating about things that will never
(or almost never) happen-but these are often quite
interesting puzzlers.

I have to disagree with Dick only on this point:
who says encouraging players to play the game is
"GM interferenca"? In my opinion, "encouraging the
players to get moves in, or trying to drum up a little
interest on the part of marginal players" is almost a
GM duty. Naturally, (petty) people who are more
interested in winning a game rather than in playmg
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it, will object to this. Andperhaps some GMs really
don't have time or energy to spend on it. However,
I think it's a hell of a good idea if the GM can do
these things, and if Dick "interferes" with his games
in ttrat way, that makes him a better GM.

(JnVf BIJRGESS) I admit to all the same
things Dick does. I even do it for standby selection.
I always choose ttre standby who I think will be
most excited about the game. It works. Look at my
Press Game! I do hope the BNC isn't listening, but
c'mon, put your cards on the table. How doyoz
choose standbys?

(MICHAEL HOPCROFT) A brief
cautionary tale for those who pick up a copy of
Computer Diplomacy and expect it to solve their
GMing problems. It doesn't always work the way
it's supposed to. The documentation is also
confusing at times, paticularly when dealing wittt
supports and convoys. It's all too easy to get the
rules for supporting convoys mixed up. I know
because it's happened to me quite often. There is
also one other little quirk in the software, which is
tlrat it is only possible to save a game before a
complete turn begins; that is, before Spring orders
and before Fall orders. It would be a lot more
helpful if you could save before retroats or builds to
match American postal standards.

(ALAN STEWART) Re Hopcroft's GMing
letter: a game has already been declared irregularfor
switching over to a "prophetic reteat" (British-tpe)
system mid-way through, without consent of the
players, so the GM could computer-adjudicate it. It
happened to what's-his-name-former BNC, the
guy whose wife did all the work-Dennis Agosta,
on the complaint of Stan lohnson, is it?-an
old-timer. I know the hard way-I eventually got a
three-way draw in the game after it was transferred
to Graustarfr when Command folded and was
cheated out of my valuable Calhamer points.

letter columns
(LINDA COURTEMANCIIE) All along in

High Inertia. I have urged readers (and Rebel
now has about 150!) repeatedly to send along letters
on any opic of ttreir choice, alttrough admittedty
until now I have soft-pedaled feuding. Some
fascinating letters on topics like religion and animal
rights have come into our mailbox and I have nrn
them in.Elf. But, to a large extent, I have only been
able to prod people to write when I suggest a tqlic,
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and those topics have ranged from the intense to the
frivolous. Anyone who doesn't want to see a "bland
and boring" subzeen should get offtheir duffs and
write IIf a letter about anything!

I should add thatl see an advantage to the "print
ev_erything in the mailbox" style of publishing. 

-

When I spendtime and thoughton t letter,I ffke to
see at least part of it appear, and it sours me a bit on
az,eefiwhich never gets around to printing anyttring
I send. Mind you, I have never believed that 

-

everything I write is worthy of printing, but I'd like
to see some of it anyway. Since I feel that way,I
Iike to extend that sime courtesy to my readeri'by
printing their letters. Unless I'm mistaken, they 

-

appreciate it.
Larry Peery's "innovative" (quotes mine!) idea

of a hobby-controversy debate ina lettercol sounds
to me just like another HoL or The Not For Hire
or Praxis!Except that, as Larry proposes it, it
would na)er come out!Since he says, "Each
participant would see the responses of ttre ottrer (and
have right of reply) before each publication." The
combatants would be replying toeach ottrer till
doomsday, and not a word of it would ever see
print...

[Looks like Larry has fallen prey to Xeno's
paradox (ar, ar, ar).

I have gotten the impression ttrat Alan Stewart
does-occasioqally let some people see andrespond
to otherpeople's letters before publication. For
example, I recall Bruce Geryk saying, "I agree with
Pi.Fi'on a new point which only had come out in
Dick's letter in tlwt issuc. This hirndling makes for a
more condensed, easier to follow dobate, but it gives
an advantage to ttre respondent in that he gets ttre last
word for the next few months, at least. Olcourse,
tt il ir aq-advanage which the pubber has always
had, and he can delegate it to anyone he wants io,
but it biases the discussion more.

[t's no surprise you prefer a "print the mailbox"
qpe zern, but you have just underscored my
grignal poinl You admit you want to see y-our stuff
in print, even if it's no good. I don't consider that an
"advantage." However, you're in good company
with yorn IIf topics; Barbara Walters asks p-eopie
what kind of tree they would like to be.l

(JIM BURGESS) One great way to kill a
letter column is not to print people's l6tters. I,d
rather run the Press Game. I'll iake guest press from
any of you. Hop in, the water's treaiheroirs, but
\Mgrm.-My one requirementis alltheprcss gets
printed, every season. And the Bruius nliletin
approach to it has been essential.

(ALAN STEWART) Bruce Geryk's point
about the hobby being so ridiculous thit norinal
people wouldn't Q seen with you in public if they
S.* you were in itwas funny and contained moie
than a kernel or truth, as usual. I wonder how many
people advertise thet publishing activities to
"norrral" non-gilmers. I know I sure as Hell don'L

(CHRIS CARRIER) When I discovered
Brucg Geryk was a dropout, the first person I told
wasn't a hobbyist, but one of my coworkers who
has been following this ttring...the lady at work who
ttrinls Geryk is a brain-darnage case because of the
open letter to Linsey. We danced a jig in the hallway
after she heard...arid those of my ioivorkers who "

follow th9 Feud (quite afew) came up to
cgngratulate me on my discovery. fhat made my
whole week!

polls & awards
(STEVE LANGLEY) I've seen both Dick

and Mark Berch state that the Marco poll favors or is
slanted toward or in some way or other gives an
advantage to large circulation-zeens. Sinbe two such
oppgsite poles of opinion agree, you'd think the
opry9n wguld have to be girod (valid, true, pick a
positive adjective).

- Thing is, I've got a bit of my ego on the line
herc. Ma-gus ryon the Marco pritt nvice and placed
quite well anothertime.If there were more tlian
three polls, I claim a failing memory. Anyway,
Magas at it! hig]pst had 51 subbeis. UsiraUy'ttre
count ran52 or 53. I know I never considered it a
high circulation zeen. Have I been in self-delusion
all this time? Is 5G60 really a high circulation? What
a disappointmentif it is, I've been kidding myself
that Magus won because it was a quality zeen.

{True, battf Magus had a hundred subbers it
yould lqve wqn by st'.ch a huge margln every time
that we'd now have a Steve LangleyAward for
Popularity....)

- (Jnf BURGESS) One nice thing about the
Marco Poll format is that you can't casl negative
votes-.'That'! why it works. People vote for what
S"V l$q and whatpeqple like wins. Funny how that
doesn't happen in the Runestone.

An aside to Dick funny how it works, but the
ryen! pfotrle_like also tend to build up high
circulations. Small zeens like mine afu nice, butthey
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don't win polls, no matter how you manipulate
them. Andthat's fine.

(DICK MARTIN) Pete Gaughan's wish is
my conunand: my lips are sealed. Besides,I've only
got repetitive redundancies to add anyways....

So let's have some more details on the Marco
Poll for 88. Time's a-wasting if it's going'to be run
in November/December of ttris year. Set a deadline
and let's get on wittr it! Hey, I'11plug it (for you,
Pete, anything).

I think a staight 5-4-3-2-l scale should work
just fine, but why bother with the GM category?
While I can't say for sure, I'd guess that most
players aren't even eligible to vote for five different
GMs. Three maybe? Ditto the subzeens.

Past poll winners were declared on the basis of
total points, and there's no compelling reason to
switch this year. Besides, anything else would just
add needless complexity. So stick with tradition.
But as long as the decision is arbitrary, it's ok by
me.

And it would sure be nice if Bob would quit
whining aboutthe YawnerPoll. I've voted
seventeen times alrready, you'd think that would be
enough. But noooo, he has to extend the deadline by
another year, just to rack up more votes. Disgusting.
Well, he won't talk me into it more than five or six
more times, no sir!

Too bad about the Rusty Bolts. With those
nominations, Simon seeurs to have captured most of
the meanness of the originals without any of the
humor. At least the vote-buying is above the table,
though (wish I'd have thought of that first!).

(LINDA COURTEMANCHE) No, I'm not
really about to redo the Freshman Poll-no
time-but I would be happy to vote if someone else
takes it up, as I will vote if Pops Gaughan sends me
a MarcoPoll.

Your question was interesting about polls being
hobby services.I'm not quite sure how to answer
that, simply because I don't think there is anything
which everyone in the hobby sees as a service!
Some people see the BNC as a sewice; others,like
Dick and Brad Wilson, don't seem to. Some see the
Runestone Poll as a service, some see it as optional
but fun, and some see it as unnecessary. I guess
anything offered in the hobby is only going to be
considered a "service" by those who get something
useful out of it-the GM who gets the BNC to play
ombudsman, the publisher who desires to know
how subbers regard his/her z,enn.I guess that's why
even Bruce doesn't consider the Runestone a
"service."
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About my being mentioned nrice in the latest
Linsey mailing: Since my name is cropping up, I
guess I should put my two cents' worth in about
Bruce's comments.

First, if memory serves, I not only told Bruce
that people would object to the poll's deadline being
extended, I also attempted to talk Bruce into keeping
to his original deadline. At the very least, if the
decision was.already afait accompli, I informed him
I disagreed with it. (And Steve agreed with me on
this.) I believe that, barring extraordinary
circumstances (ie, a prolonged mail stike during the
poling period), Bruce should have stuck to his
original deadline. I base this on the ethics stipulation
that aperson should not only avoid doing wrong, he
should also avoid doing anything which can appear
wrong.

As I recall, Bruce told me that he had originaly
ceded ttre point, made by at least Brad Wilson, that
the polling perid should be shorter. he shortened it,
he said, and then found that the new deadline did not
allow time for several major zeens to even print the
ballot in time. As Steve and I predicted, his
lengthening of the polling period opened him up to
criticismof his action-and his motivation. Whether
he told me the truth and is getting heat unjustly, or
whether he actually did want secretly to break his
own record number of voters, I cannot say because I
am not a mind-reader, But I don't think Bruce is
correct in temring this a'heak" case. It is to be
expected because he did notkeep, for whatever
reason, to his own rules. That shouldput his
comments about me in context.

Second, Bruce refers to my comment from a
letter to Excelsior that "controversy helps the
Po11." To put that comment, too, into context, let me
quote briefly from what I wrote rn Excelsior.' "You
((Bruce Mchtyre) made a good point about the
Runestone discussion ffrun-for a poll that the
minority considers a waste of time, it is astounding
how much time that minority wastss arguing about
it! Whateverhappenedto 'live andletlive'? The PolI
itself is not really a waste of time--not essential to
the survival of man, certainly, but it is interesting in
ahobby which feeds on competition andfavorable
public opinion-but the endless rules debates carry
the whole thing to absurd proportions. I'm for
having the Poll, printing the results, and adjourning
till the next spring! You'd think ttre enemies of the
Poll would be for that too, but instead they gab
about it until it is puffed up bigger ttran
life-something which could only benefit Bruce,
right? Go figure!"

One last,'tiny observation before I destroy my
own point about the poll by belaboring discussion
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about it. My observation is that you shouldn't knock
having Bruce send out mass-mailings. Think how
much postage it saves yoal

[Yes, but then, the more I knock them, the more
he'lldo them, and the more moroy it will cost him!

[If Bruce doesn't consider The Poll a service, he
shouldn't ask for a portion of the funds earmarked
for hobby services to be given to him for the
purpose of running The Poll. Of course,I
understand now that he's thinking of asking for half
the funds of the charity pledge drive to fund The
Poll!l

(DAYID HOOD) Oh, why not? Of course the
Runestone Poll isn'tperfect-but I see little harm in
it. I concur that its results are not statistically reliable
enough to proclaim them the "Voice of Dipdoom,"
but that is hardly how I think of it anyway.

Americans love "horse-race" activities, where
they can see competition rear its ugly head. And I
must confess to the same weakness. Our presidential
primary seasons is basically just a big horse
race-with the attention focusedm(xe on who's
ahead or who's behind without much sophisticated
policy discussion. It may not necessarily pick the
"best" candidate, but at least it is lots of fun.

The same can be said of the Poll. While I would
support any publisher's right to exclude
consideration of their zeens, I cannot agree with you
that such things as "Give-Retal-a-z&ro" campaigns
are justified" If hundreds of people in the Hobby
think it is fun to vote in some silly poll, then why
not just let them do it in peace?

AndI do think there is some validity to the last
results I saw. Most of the top zeens (in my opinion)
wero near the top of the list, and vice versa. But I
hardly consider it o be definitive--it's just a little
harmless fun, that's all.

[Back in the mists of time, when I actually paid a
littlebit of attention to the results, I almost always
found the zeens I liked best at the bottom and those I
liked least at the top. A few years of this wero
enough topersuade me that the Runestone Poll was
Not For Me. All I care about is if a zeen is funny, a
concern which apparently is shared by very few
other "voting members" of Dipdom.

ffien ttre poll was for fun, it didn't have
hundreds of Dipdomites voting. The hundreds that
vote now are certainly not doing so in peace; how do
you think Linsey gets so ffimy people to vote?l

(ROD WALKER) Regarding the "Walker
Award": I objected from the first, and still object, to
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attaching my name to this award. My reasoning is
that naming an award of this sort for a person still
alive and active in the hobby is inapprcpriate. I CIld
Iarry at the time that there was a much better name
available anyway; namely, John Koning (who, for
instance, wrcto the funniest article ever written in
hobby literature and who was then deceased).
John's name has since been attached to the "Best
Player" awar4 although in fact his talents in that
regard were about medium- A better candidate for
that award's name would be John Smyttre orEdi
Birsan (even though Smythe may well still be alive,
and Edi is<r at least was recently-active in the
hobby). If you want to honor the best writer ever in
the hobby, then the award should be (based on
professional sales, at least) named for Jack Chalker
or Jerry Pournelle (depending on your taste). But,
for the recor( I still object to using my name,
although I've never made a big (petty) case over iL

The real problem wittr the Linsey Poll is
methodology. This consists of the moral equivalent
of ballot-box stuffing (although in this case it
doesn't appear that the object is to get any particular
winner, but instead to bloat the vote). In this case
we've gou harassing letters and phone calls,
manipulation of novices, drastic lowering of voting
standards, questionable extensions of deadlines, and
questionable inducements to undecided voters. In
ttre last category might be cited a list of people who
have already vote, all prominent names, as "prroof'
that it's "OI('to vote. All of these little nasties (and
the business with Ken Peel) are being mentioned via
hobby grapevine: whatwe need to do is to
investigate them and find out exactly what Bruce has
been up to and wittr how many people.

Although John Caruso greatly exaggerates what
Bruce has be,en doing, he isn't far off the mark in
one way-Bruce has been beating the bushes wittr
greatdetermination andis gettingpeople to vote (a)
whether they want to or not and O) for zeens that
they've barely seen. There can be only one purpose
behind all this frantic activity: to make ttre Pollster
look good.

Limits must be set as to how votes for ttris (or
any) poll are solicited" Robert Sacks makes a
typically elitist proposal which can't be taken
seriously. The principle, that anyone who wants to
vote in the poll should be allowed to, is important.
But the operative word is "wants."

It's fine to have preprinted ballots; it's a nice
convenience and makes voting easier(thus
en_cguragrng people who want to vote). Having the
poll publicired.by all (or nearly all) the hobbyis
GMs is find; this gets the information out to
everybody. But once that is done, ttrat should be it.
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There should be no continuous and repeated
solicitation; no dragging in of people whose toal
experience of the hobby has been limited to afew
days; no deadline extensions wiilrout real cause; no
hype attached to poll announcements (unless a
particular GM wants to encourage his own readers
to vote in it).

If this poll is allowed to run itself, it really
makes no difference who does the work. It seems to
me that the following are the essential principles on
which that can happen:

1. Bruce must agrce to refrain from the
vote-bloating activities listed just above.

2. Otherpeople in the hobby mustrefrain from
tfing to undermine the poll.

3. GMs who don't want to go to the expense of
printing a ballot should at least tell their players
about the poll and tell them they can write to Bruce
for apreprinted ballot if they wish one.

4. Bruce must refrain from any manipulation of
the votes (that is, throwing out votes he thinks are
too high or too low or otherwise don't conform to
some arbitary standard of legitimacy).

5. Bruce must also set some reasonable standard
for eligibility (for instance, having subscribed to or
at least read regularly a given publication for, say,
six months or more). We'd all have to accept the fact
that there is no way to enforce this sort of thing and
the voters would be on their honor to observe that
limitation. Encouraging somebody to vote for
something he or she has only seen one or two issues
of is ridiculous.

6. The results of the poll must be announced
hobby-wide (sent to everypublication that
publicized the poll in the firstplace) in a simple,
easy-to-rcprint formar The encyclopedic result
tabulation could also be offered for a fee if Bruce
wishes, but people must not be required to pay for
that sont of thing just to get the basic results directly.

If Bruce can't agree to reasonable limitations on
how his poll is conducted, then people in the hobby
at large should consider taking sorre action which
will register tangible disapproval of what he's been
doing. Offering a truly effective alternative poll, one
that's fun and informative at thg same time, is one
plan that occurs to me right away. (And I don't
mean just "anothet''poll, but one which is clearly
andexplicitly offered as an alternative to the Linsey
Poll.)

[*t's call your six points "The Wa]ker
CovenanL" shall we? Just for fun. That way Bruce
can be the Runestone PollsterUnder the Covenant
as he's always dreamed.

[Interesting how someone who has used forms
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of the word "petty" nine times in one letter can call
someone else's proposal "elitisL" One rnanns "elitist
clique" is another man's "informed council." And
lest we forget, "elitism" was the charge Berch and
Linsey used to shut down Hor-the first time
around, when Dick only allowed pubbers and GMs
in his zeen forpubbers and GMs.

[ohn Koning must have boon some writer to
write the funniest article ever while he was dead.I

(CHRIS CARRIER) Sacks's "special jury"
idea proves what we all know about Sacks...that he
is an elitist. The whole point of apoll is to get the
hobby's opinion, not the opinion of a bunch of
Sacks toads.

Dick has a very valid point when he says, "Since
when does an election have an open-ended
deadline?" I have advocated stictPoll deadlines, all
the more because the Pollster, when a GM, was
known to be the archetlrye of deadline-strict GMS.
Since the polling period is about four months, I
would suggest closing the Poll at the moment of the
north-hemisphere summer solstice and opening it
exactly one-third of a tropical year (365.2422L6
days divided by 3, or L2L.74740533 days) earlier.
In 1989, this means the poll would open on
February 19 at 10:56:49 anEST and close on June
21 at 5:53:05 amEDT, minus whatever leap seconds
we have between now and then. Or, alternatively,
the poll could open when the sun's right ascension
is exactly 22 hours, and end when the RA of the sun
is exactly 6 hours (the same as srunmer solstice) to
get a four-month poll period.

You are righg the purpose of any hobby service
is to gain status in the great game of MegaDip. But
let's face it your goal isn't to be "disassociated from
the Poll completely, not be in it in any way, not talk
about it anymore'Lno, your goal (which everybody
knows) is to either destroy the Poll or (preferably)
get it out of Linsey's custodianship and into the
hands of a friendlier custodian.

There is nothing immoral in this, any more than
a Dip move is or is not moral, so I do not bash you
fori+I enjoy watching the show. What ttre fuck-I
enjoy my bread and circuses. Long LiveThe Feud!

[How many rounds of "No,I don't-yes, you
do" would you like to go? I don't care who runs The
Poll-as I've said before, allthePollsters have done
things wittr it which were at least questionable-*and
I don't care enough about it to want to destroy it.

I just love this "elitist" argument. Come on,
Chris, in ttre American prresidential election, who
actually elects the president? Not Joe American
voters! It's the electoral collegell
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(ALAN STEWART) You mentioned the
Walker Awards. I'm glad they shifted away from
"Best Writer" to honoring one specific piece of
writing, because "BestWritet''is too vague, while
bestpiece of writing requires one to focus the mind.
It doesn't amount to much as an award now, mostly
because Larry won't impose any sensible sundards
for nomination. Last year the winner was cartoons;
this year, a catalog. A catalog,for God's sake. One
change which I propose to make, if Larry hands the
thing over to me (I have offered to take it off his
hand, as he always says he is looking for people o
do, but it's clear he does not actually want to let it
go) is to change the name of the award from "Prize
for Literary Merit" to "Prize for Best Writing."
"Literary merit" (or "literary achievement"; I don't
rememberthe exact wording) is toopompous and
opens the thing up to easy attack fromthe Bad Boys
and like-minded folls. "Best Writing" is better
because we're looking to honor a piece that gives
people pleasure (as a lot of Hobby owiting does, so
why notrecognize the fact?). Sometimes there will
be something genuinely of literary meritpublished,
but not more than one year in five. (Oh, by the way,
tied with the catalog for top honors was an issue of a
zeen. Mark Berch won the prize for this, even
though the zeen was a compilation of answers to
questions submitted by a bunch of GMs, and all
Mark did was suing the thing together and add a few
comments. Neither nomination should have been
accepted-in addition to tlre fact that the issue
wasn't even published in 1987, the year for which
the prize was given. Yes, the whole thing has "Larry
Peery" written all over it Bruce Linsey also
managed to get a piece on the ballot that a) was only
Diplornacy-related under an extemely loose
definition, and b) wasn't published in 1987. That
nomination shouldn't have been accepted either.)

I don't ttrink Pete Gaughan has the rcsoluteness
to run a PolI, even a meilrodologically flawed and
unprepossessing one like the Marco Poll, which is
revived only to allow a few people to convince
themselves that their personal preferences are widely
shared. I say this about Pete because in GMing an
orphaned game, he recently gave in to pressure from
Elmer Hinton and reversed a GMing decision, even
though it was on the same point thatElmer had
atready created a stink about under the original GM,
so that the rules for the ga.nre had already been
definitively established. Since polls come under a lot
of pressure from a certain segment of people is the
zeens they like best don't win them, I think ttre
Marco Poll person should be someone with a little
more intestinal fontitude than Pete has.

You seem to have me as one of those who have
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changed theirposition on the poll by sayrng that is a
matter of personal preferences and those of only part
of the Hobby. That's no change of position for me;
I've always said the latter and never said anything
inconsistent with the forrrer in my own zeen.

One interesting question is: how many more
people would vote in the poll if Bruce Linsey wasn't
running it (for the purpose of the discussion, we
would assume a pollster who was equally energetic
and competent but uncontroversial) and how would
the results change? Bruce, of course, answers a)
maybe ten or fifteen more, andb) not appreciably. (I
have talked to him on these mauers.) I consider his
answers humorously far-ferched, but then, because
the non-voters have no excuses but their own
prejudices and love of vendettas, he's kind of in a
moral position o make whatever assumptions he
wants aboutthe matter. Bruce approaches the
question by asking how manypeople are boycotting
the poll just because he's running it, and I would
guess he is right to say ttrat there aren't very many.
But the real point is how many people would vote if
the Poll were promoted in KKIW andMagus and
so on as a good, or at least tolerable, ttring to
participate in. My guess is that 50-75 more people
would vote, with 100 being the absolute ma:rimum.

How would the results change? I once started to
construct a little test to estimate this, but it involved
so rumy'Judgment calls" ttrat it would have been
much better than pure guesswork. (f anybody is
intereste( I would recommend doing it this way:
obtain the sub lists of Costaguana, the winner, a
good retably pro-Linsey zr,en (substitute the old
Blunt Instruments if you want, or Praxis if you
think it falls into that category), and Kathy's
KornorlW hite sto nia, or preferably M agu s
because it is a better comFarison to Costaguana.lf
you can't get the sub lists, make a list of subscribers
from the namos of players and letter writers therein.
Compare the percentage of subbers voting in the
poll, make an assumption about how many more of
the KKIW or Magus subscribers would have
voted under other conditions, assurne a certain
avemge vote from these people, and try to calculate
what the effect of these higher votes would be on the
preference on the average score and the pref marix.)
My opinion is that KKIW wouldrise dramati.ily,
but there would be no other dramatic changes.
Anti-Linsey zeens in the 30-39 rank in thePoll
might rise five to ten places, zeens in ttre 20-29
would rise four or five. In the top ten, Magus
might have risen three-four places. I doubt that
Retal and House of Lorils would have been
affected at all; perhaps they would have risen a place
or so each. When you get up to the top, the exra
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votes aren't going to dislodge the most preferred
zeens-remember, the extra 75 or so people who
would be voting aren't all, or even in the majority,
confirmed, crazed-wacko, glazed-eyes-and-drooling
Linsey-haters like Bob Olsen, but mostly justpeople
with doubts orwho get most of their
what-is-acceptable-behavior cues from anti-Linsey
zeens. Favor us with your opinion, please, Julie.

That's the hobby, as some see it, all righr Kathy
Caruso, Steve Heinowski, Julie Martin, Bob Olsen,
Ken Peel, Robert Sacks, and D S Palter. What more
rcprcsentative grroup than ttrat could be imagined?
It's nice that Robert's there to put into words things
ttrat otherlike topretend axe true but are too smafito
put theirname on forpublication. Yes, the opinions
of 441people are obviously phony, but these
people's would be the real thing.

Liked Dck's comment, "It's likely to degenerate
further without a responsible editor to ride herd on
it." Thank God for Hol-nobody's gonna get
away with an irresponsible or dowmight untrue
criticism of the Poll while Julie's there whipping
them into shape. Not more than seven or eight on
one page, anyway. Ride 'em, cowgirl!

Dick notes that the logical technical imprcvement
of doubling the weight of the average will have a
minimal effect. Exactly so. Demonstating that there
was nothing radically wrcng with the way it was
done before, and that whatever further changes can
be made are being adopted simply because Bruce is
a perfectionist and would like to have the Poll run
absolutely perfectly if possible.

You're quite right that Chris Ca:rier's
sample-to-election argument was completely wrong.
I didn't say that the Poll was an election, but that it
contains elements of a "contest'Ltype poll, of which
an election is a perfect example. No mind 'rasslin'
intended, but therre is a big difference to me, even if
to nobody else. It's not an election-there's no prize
of importance, no office, no power. I think you're
right that Bruce should have set a definite date when
he extended the deadline. How did you know that
Bruce was going to announce the results at a con?
You know, I think that from all these years of
hating, you andDick and Bruce really are operating
on the sarne brain wave-lengths now.

flzzatso? How come he claims I never
understand his motivations, then? I knew he was
going to announce the results at a con because he
said so n NUTMEG.

[You asked my opinion of how The Poll would
change if someone else ran it. First, I ttrink the
number of people who vote in the poIl would drop
dramatically if anyone other than Linsey ran it. Your
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hypothetical non-controversial pollster would have
no reason to go to the extraordinary lengths Linsey
does to garnervotos anddemonsmte his "massive
hobby support." Sure, you'd get a few more people
from the anti-Linsey z@ns, but they wouldn't be the
neutrals-I think they're already being badgered ino
voting. You'd get about 20 hardcore types. Overall,
I think you'd end up with about 100-200 voters, but
ttrey would be a much betterinformed group that
saw morg and a wider variety of zeens, not just one
or two.

[Second, I ttrink it necessarily follows that such
a different voter base would change the results.
How much, in what way,I don'tknow. But even in
your example, you seem to be forgetting *rat for all
those zeens that move up, others are being pushed
down. This reminds me of the time that Linsey gave
his personal assessment of the top ton or twenty
zoens and for almost every one he said, o'This one
really should have done better." Unfornrnately,
within the reductionist limitations of The Poll, only
one zeen can be on top. I prefer a morc gestaltview.

[preferredthe Walker Award to be for the
"BestWritet''because I feel anyone can be
occasionally inspired to produce something goo(
but it takes real talent to write well consistently.l

(MARK BERCH) Is this business about
"grab," etc, an "argument over semantics"? I tend to
think not. A semantic argunent arises when people
basically agree what's going on, but disagree over
the appropriate word to describe it. ffyou say," A
zeen's title should be underscored," and I say, "No,
a zeen's title should be underlined," then we arc
having a semantic argumenl But when I (and
others) disagree with your "Before Linsey grabbed
the poll..." I think it reflects different views on what
actually happened. In my view, Bruce asked for the
Poll, and it was handed to him. There was no sort of
seizure involved. In yourreformulated view, you
say, "...in my perception, he was making apower
grab for any other Hobby Position he could get." As
is so often the case in matters relating to Bruce
Linsey, your perception is unrelated to reality. Aside
from projects he started himself, the Runestone Poll
is the ontyHobby Position he ever applied for.

Moreover, the notion that there is power
available to be gotten in the hobby is very
questionable. This is a decentralized and somewhat
anarchic hobby, which doesn't make forreal power.
Gving out goodies is always power, so in that
sense, the people who decide where the PDO's
money goes have power. People who disEibute
Orphan games have that power too, but that would
be meaningful only when the demand for orphans
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exceeds the supply, which isn't always true. I
suppose the BNC has the power to set standards for
what is or isn't irregular, although whether that's
rreal power is debatable, since any ratingsmaster is
free to ignore such a designation. The Runestone
PoIl? It's higtrly visible, but I don't think it qualifies
as power any more than publishing a hobby census.

fihis is an interesting analysis of "power" in the
hobby. (fhere's yet another use of quotes to indicate
irony.Fortunately for all those bored with the
punctuation argument, it also happens to be Berch's
exact word.)l

(BOB OLSEN) Yes, the Yawner Poll is the
most important and prestigious poll in all Dipdom,
let alone the entire universe. After all, 452,947
voters can't be wrong, especially when they shout
with one voice, "Don Williams is the most
obnoxious person in the hobby!!!" Ever on the
lookout for new and innovative polling methods,
and having observed the Alice-In-Wonderland "The
rules are what I say they are" policies which arc so
very popular, I have decide that rather than run the
1988 Yawner Poll, what I will do i5 simply extend
the deadline for the 1987 Yawner Poll to grve people
extra time to get ttreir ballots in. This will allow me
to surpass the current tumout of 504, 289 votes and
set an important all-time record. So once again I
issue the call, you hobbyists, you 1980 dropouts,
you men on the street and ftf tournirment players,
you toadies' girlfriends-you are now Hobbyists
because I say so! Vote!!

Gee,looks like the narne of Lee Kendter, Sr,
goes on that very long list containing but a few
(doubt it not) names of people who think the
Supreme Commander is a horse's patootie. Do you
think somebody should tattle to Lee Junior?

I like the idea of extending the 87 poll deadline
into 88; that way, you won't look like such a dweeb
when you dredge up three pages of quotes
supporting your 1987 effort and try to reuse them
this year.l

(JUvt BURGESS) I finally got around to
sending in the results of that game (1983AY) that
Dan Stafford had called irregular to the BNC. It'll be
in the textEverything, so why don't we discuss it
again. Should Ron (Canada) Brown's win be rated?

[Can a BNC reverse a past BNCs decision?]
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(DICK MARTIN) I thought up a tournament
scoring system once upon a time, based upon my
philosophy of the gamo. The system commonly in
use at the time was based on duplicate bridge. An
interesting idea, rating all ttre German players
against each other, but extnemely plone to
cross-gaming. Incentive to win was approximately
zero. So mine was based primarily on winning, or at
least being the mostpowerfulplayerwhen time
expired (as it often will in tournament settings).
Winning one game would be a guarantee of a good
overall frnish no matterhow poorly you do in the
rest of the toumament, but winning is the point of
the garne after all.

Three things I don't like in a scoring system arc
rewards for "strong second" play, "center
averaging" and mere survival. If you haven't won
(or got in on a draw), you've lost. Doesn't make
any difference if you've been eliminated in 02 or
ended up with 1.6 centers to your opponent's
l.&-you've losr And if you were stuck at L5 dots
for five game years and still lost you should have
points deducted for blowing an oppornrnity like that,
not rewarded with a high "average score!"

Postal ratings are mildly entertaining. I like to
see how many of my games have slipped past the
ratingmasters. Uncle Dan hasn't missed one yet, but
the rest of you....

(BILL SALVATORE) First, you need to
figure out what the object of the game is. (fhis may
not be so easy-just reading the rulebook looking
forvictory conditions may mislead you. For
instance, let's stipulate that I am in a Gunboat game
in a magazine narrredPsycho (or some such
Hirchcock title). Atthe 1988 AtlantiClone
convention, I meet the publisher of Psycho, Vlad
Swillsome, and Tough Shwider, the publisher of
FrealE Brotherhood lll-Anned (or some such
familiar ttree-letter aclonym). Tough tells me that he
has seen a posrcard from me to Vlad which rcveals
that I am in this game, and that he, too, is in the
gilme. He then asks which counlry I amplaying. I
turn to Mad and say,'"Ialk about sleaze!" (as, in
fact, everyone about us at the moment is doing, eg,
Mr K Byrne, Dr Bush Mensa, and Mr Nyg B
Baggies). "This guy is firymg to cheat in your
Gunboat game!" My next issue of FBl has a
personal note from Tough: "The object of Gunboat
is to discover who the other players are." I keep
telling your dearly beloved (MrHousemartin) that
the rules of Diplomacy are too difficult for me to
understan{ and here's evidence. Eighteen supply
centers? Clearly a superficial attempt to lead the
undiplomatic astray.) Well, as I read the rules, the
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obiect is to gain 18 SC; failing that, to prevent every
otlier playeifrom gaining 18 SC, and
simulian6ously to be a part of a final dr^aw,

oreferablv the stongesl country in it. If my
irtrrpr.tution is coriect, then perhaps the following
ratin! system is aPProPriate:

(A) in case of a solo win:
Winner: 4O pts (1 for each SC, 1 for each

countrv beaten);
Otfiers: negative the greatest number of SC ever

owned bY that counury.

(B) in case of an n-PlaYer draw:
iuiticip*ts: 1 pt for eich SC owned at end of

game, anill pt for each original country not
oarticipatins in the draw;^ Others:iegative the greatest number of SC ever

owned by &at counury.

ffiew, that's a tough system!Ilove it! I think
it reilly carries out the leuerand sp.irit of the rules of
Dio. Tirere misht be one problemr if a player is sure

treiiu be elinlnated or fept out of a draw no matter
what he does (say he's in a game w-ith all his feud

enemies), he wili uy to stay as small-as possible, to
eet a bet6r negative score, instead of urying to grow

ird chult nge-the others.l

(DAYID HOOD) Everybody-plays. a 
*system"

of some kind-whether it isbased on winning,
io*iuirg, or some sort of non-outcome motivation'
Ttre godof a scoring system is simply to !ry to
stan&rdire ttre motiiaiions of the players by
oifeting incentives to certain methods of playing The

Game.-People who get pissed at other peoplefor
'blavine ttie svstemn art missing the point-there is

n^o singl-e, obj 6ctive, true w ay. to Pla.y Diplomacy'
Phverl simplv modmize ttreir self-interest,
hofefully iri a rational manner. By giving incentives

foi attpiavers to move their pieces in a purposeful

man rei (euen those with ttree centers or less), one

"a, 
cut down on the insanity and irrationality of

certain players when they realize they have no
chancebf winning the game.

This is why I support systems wtrich put-
emohasis on strong iurvivats rather than solely on
wiris/draws. The game runs much more smoothly
when the litrle players ale going for more centors

rather ttran playin! for blind revenge or some other

emotional purpose. This has been our experience rn

Carolina A,maleur Dplomats games-players are

much more interested in aparticular game if they
have some sort of eeotistic reason to do so. Having
a system which has what I call "middle range"
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incentives clearly defind supplies that rational
motivation to keeP on PlaYing.

In addition, itis clear[y a good idea to tabulate

overall rankings based upon a series of games,

rather than just playing a bunch of unconnected
sames. Adin, tfris is due to incentives. If I arn

f,o*n to fivo units in an unconnected game,I may
just decide to order my guys to Timbuktu rather than
-ry 

to move my positiim iri the game from 6th to 5th.

f I am plavrni in a set of games, however, I *41
seek to 

^mai'imf re my standing at the end of each
nu:rre. due to its imdcrtance in ttre long-term.I think
fiat encouraging rational play like this is extremely
important-indr wistr thire-was some way to link
aliourFlF cons together into one scoring 

-
framework (much like ttre chess hobby) so that the

play of ttre participants who are not in contention for
iwards wo'ild beCome more purposeful.

I ttrinkDon Del Grande has fred somettring of
this nature, although it has not been well-publicized"

[Is it fair to'tonnect" gatnes whigt, were played

undEr different scoring systems or different
houserules? That's comparing apples to oranges,
wouldn't you say?]

(ALAN STEWART) I think "playing. the
system-'at a tournaurcnt is alogical move. At
fipcon, Gary Behnen suggested a certain line of
.oirdoci to de and anottrer player in the final round
because of the scoring sysiem. I agreed entirely, but
the third peffion was off6nded at the slggestion, and

so I preteirded to be disgusted too andended up
uttytng with him against Gary. I -t q* in mind,
natf-fdrmeA, a sys6m ttratwbuld"weight" the
Calhamerian anil wimpish approaches to the garne

equally-half "win onfy" anrl.t-ralf "Gee,I'd justlike
to get as many centers is possible and have a nice

friindy game, I like everybody" ap-proaches to the
game eqlatty. I usually look over ilr. tgp of ratings
fists to iee 'oiho's good or hor I would possibly be a

ratings player if I iere good enough to be in a
posidon where it made a difference.

whv?

-
(ALAN STEWART) No pseudonym is golng

to diiguise Bill Salvatore's writings. Exceptmaybe
"Bob Olsen."

(BILL SALVATORE) Thank you for your
kind comment rc my writing, but it's a non sequitur.
You see, Steven Cldrk's letter-carrier is a person of
extremely good judgment and disceming taste.
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Therefore, before delivering a "House of Lourdes"
to Mr Supply Crnter, he carefully defecates upon it
so as to cover anything with my by-line. Hence,
SC's actual question.

[And that would seem to exhaust the topic, so it
will now be discontinued-l

nut'n'honey

[This is supposed to be the New Blood listing,
but I have no new entries this month, and whose
fault is that?I

(BOB OLSEN) lnponderable question of the
month: if John Canrso eats Wheaties as he claims,
why is he such a wimp?

['ve never seen John eat Wheaties, only
pancakes.l

(DAVID HOOD) Captain Crunch or nothing
at all.

Announcements *** The news, as we see it.
Archives *** Do we need an organized archives
of dipdom materials, and if so how do we go about
it. And should we keep it away from large trucks.
Bad Boys *** The Bad Boys isn't just about
Geryk, Clark, and Zarse, it's a whole state of mind.
Does Dipdom take itself too seriously, or are the
Boys seriously bad?
Burnout *** What happens when you just can't
take it an)nnore, and why.
Gensus *** Organizational stuff for the census.
Computers & Filing Systems *** How do
you keep track of all the paperwork, orders,
addresses, etc. How a computer can be used to
produce and manage a zoen.
The Concept *** A catch-all category for stuff
that doesn't seem to fit anywhere else.
Costs *** How much does it cost to put out
your zeen, run your games, or whatever.
Suggestions on how to save money.
Custodians *** Neverformally "New
Business," but it grew out of other discussions.
Hobby seryices and ttre people who run them.
Dipcon *** The care and feeding of Dipcon,
lately featuring an intemational angle.
Diptax *** Methods of raising money for
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dipdom services, including the now-infamous
"diptax," proposal, and whether fund-raising is a
good idea in the first place. Now included in
Custodians.
Ethics *** Was never intended to address the
particular ettrics of certain individuals, butrather
general sors of things that every GM faces. We
stopped getting that sort of stuff, so the category
was discontinued.
Finding New Subbers *** Ways torecruit
new players and subbers, both to a particular zeen
and for dipdom in general.
GMing Procedures *** How you adjudicate
games, manage standby lists, organize houserules,
and report games.
lrregular Games *** What makes a game
"irregular," and why. Also discontinued.
lnternational Subbers *** Yet to be seen
where the discussion willlead-
Letter Columns *** How o get andkeep
people involved.
New Blood Lists *** May have various names,
so you have to look carefully for this one.
Old Guard *** A dwindling list of zeens in
publication since 1982.
Out Of Dipdom Experiences *** How did
you find your way into postal Dipdom in the first
place? Also'experiences in other hobbies besides
postal Dip, including chess and hish ceili dancing.
My personal favorite category.
PBEM *** Electronic mail Diplomacy, long
discontinued.
Polls *** Discussing the merits and demerits of
the various polls, and publisher reaction to them.
Publisher's Handbook *** Comments on the
handbook, Once Upon A Deadline.
Discontinued.
Ratings & Scoring Systems *** The search
for the perfect system, and how to beat it.
Why? *** What makes you spend your time at a
tlpewriter or computer terminal when you could be
out on a nice day like this?

lWhat should I put here? I guess ttre taditional
plugs might be in order. OK, be sure and get
Re taliatio n, T ho raze e n, S chizophrenic,
Politesse, The 1988 PDO Census,Lord of
Hosts, and One Page of Personal Attacks on
Bruce Linsey. You already get House of
Lords...or do you? I see you reading someone
else's copy! Cut that out, right nowll
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(MICHAEL HOPCROFT) John Caruso sent
me aFoot in Mouth in response to some of what
he read n HoL.It arrived too late for me to print it,
which in a way was forhrnate. Its being late saved
me a gleat deal of trouble. Iohn was apparently
asking whether foreign readers ale worth the
trouble. Personally,I think they are. For me, a zeen
isn't the end in itself (although obviously putting out
the best zeen I can is very impontant to me, for
rcasons of personal pride if nottring else). As
always, it's people that are importanr (Geryk has
yet to reach the mental leap ttrat lists other people as
worthwhile; no doubt his "sheltered' upbringing had
something o do with that.) And I've run into some
interesting people on my little run through the
hobby. Some of them can be annoying at times, but
that's true of everything (academia, science fiction
fandom, professional baseball players, sumo
wrestling, whatever. . .)

Before I leave the subject of international
players, Mark Nelson dropped me a line the other
day asking whether international players should be
more clubby than players who stick to "domestic"
postal games.I only play in one international game,
so I don't know whether I would qualify. It's rather
in the sarp vein as asking whetherpublishers

Ex return address E
Julie Mortin
1760I Liso Drive
Rockville, MD 20855- l3l9
USA
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should be clubby. Every hobby needs its Diogenes
Club (Mycroft Holmes' "club for unclubbable
men"). By the way, Mark has brought his own
brand of weirdness into this country, and plans to
demonstrate hls iruteccable peccary form in a
demonstration of pig+ossing prowess in my zeen!
He says he is bring Britain's premierpig-passer
along for the ride.

[Mycroft Holmes. . .wasn't he Sherlock' s
younger brother? Oh yes, now I remember-he was
in Diogenepthat murder mystery where he knew
whodunit but he couldn't figure out with what. The
murder weapon turned out to be...

[So, here's ourhot new topic (one you won't
see on Geraldo): international subbers and
players...are they worth the trouble? Is it worttr rfteir
trouble? I'm sure we've all seen cases before where
the onlyEuropeanplayerin an American game gets
wiped out first, simply because the other players
don't want to take ttre trouble to negotiate with hfun
I've heard a bunch of squabbling lately betrveen
Canadians and Americans over curency problems:
American banl6 refusing to cash Canadian checks,
and vice versa. We've got an Intemational
Subscription Exchange run by Simon Billenness,
but how much business does itreally do? Let's hear
about how things really work, or don't, not just
how they idealistically should be.l

first c/dss


